
JETSET TOKEN
A LIFESTYLE TOKEN
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PURPOSE
Jetset is a utility token used in the ever-growing industries of travel, wellness,

beauty and luxury lifestyle. Everybody deserves a quality of life and using JetSet

will set the gold standard of living. We have strategic partnerships that will offer

rewards on travel packages, giveaways, discounts, and exclusive events around

the world. Our ecosystem will include NFT marketplace and a decentralized lux

bnb rental platform to rent high end homes and exotic cars. 

JetSet isn't just a token, It's a lifestyle. 
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BUSINESS
MODEL
We plan to monetize our ecosystem with
various products

Exclusive curated members-
only events for our NFT

holders. Locations will be
provided by our partners at

Socalocations.com

The first-ever
decentralized luxury rental
platform that allows you

you to book luxury homes,
venues and exotic cars. 
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NFT EVENTS

JETSET LUX

NFT
MARKETPLACE

A marketplace where
buyers and sellers can
purchase our NFT's and

launch their own projects. 

04 JETSET SWAP

A decentralized exchange
where consumers can buy
and sell their tokens on the

Binance smart chain.
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 CHARITY 

Funds will go into a
charity wallet. We will
choose a charity each

month to work with.
 

MARKETING

This will be used for
expanding the

awareness of the token
and other products of

JetSet.
 

DEV TEAM

To support our team and
efforts toward expanding

the token. 
 

BUYBACK/LP

We will buy back big dip
and provide liquidity

back to the pool. This is
to ensures stability in
price and insurance to

the community.
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TOKENOMICS

3% 5% 2% 2%



REAL ESTATE/
METAVERSE

$10 Trillion Market
cap 

HEALTH/WELLNESS

$4.75 Trillion market cap
(fitness, mental & 

nutriution) 

TRAVEL

Over $1 trillion market
cap (hotels, flights, car
rentals, experiences) 

BEAUTY

$400 billion market
cap

TARGET MARKET
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ROADMAP

Purchase JetSet Mansion
for events, content
creation, luxury stays for
our holders
Major brand
endorsements (Louis
Vuitton, Lamborghini,
Ferrari)

Q1 2022

List on top 50-100
exchanges
Launch NFT marketplace
Major Marketing
Campaign with brands
and celebs 
NFT events 

Q2- 2022

List on top 10
exchanges
Donation to
charities
JetSet Wallet
JetSet Dex

Q3 - 2022
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Completed

Exclusive launch of
Teddy Riley's NFT's

Launched in January

JetSet Mansion
acquired 

First NFT event 



PARTNERS 

Servicing South California with the most exclusive

luxury rentals and premium locations.

LaPlage Wellness 
Leading decentralized exchange with thousands of

daily clients. 

Super Producer 
TEDDY RILEY 
A music legend with over 200 million records sold,

JTS has partnered with Teddy to launch his NFT

collection which gains you access to his masterclass

boot camps and retreats.

Helping us connect with the real world, pioneers betting on JST
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OUR TEAM

MAVERICK

Project Owner

SHANE

Lead Developer

MICK

Mod / Project Manager

CRISTIANO

Developer 

KRISH

Developer

JOSH

Mod

We are building Jetset Token for the new luxury economy
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Advisor

INTERCHAINED



CONTACT 
E M A I L  A D D R E S S

W E B S I T E

HI@JETSETTOKEN.COM

JETSETTOKEN.COM
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